12 October 2011

Grant MacEwan University Faculty Association
Mr. Jerry Zdril

Re: concerns regarding errors in Dr. Higgins letter of 01 April 2011
In reviewing Dr. Higgins disciplinary letter of 01 April 2011, I would like to correct some of the
information presented in his letter.
Planning the MacEwan IYC2011 activities
In Fall 2009,
, a MacEwan instructor, consulted with chemistry faculty on
possible MacEwan initiatives to support the 2011 International Year of Chemistry (IYC2011).
proposed that chemistry students prepare scientific posters on an application of
chemistry in society and that MacEwan could showcase the student’s work within and beyond
MacEwan. I suggested that CHEM 102 instructors could use the ‘special topics’ section of
CHEM 102 for this purpose and that it had been successfully used by
,
,
and myself in previous years.
and I received formal support from
,
,
, and Dr. Robert Hilts. Dr. Hilts was the Physical
Sciences Chair when he voiced support for these initiatives.
When
left MacEwan in Winter 2010,
and I took over coordination of
IYC2011 activities at MacEwan. I focused on organizing the poster project and
focussed on organizing guest speakers. During Fall 2010, we met with CHEM 102 instructors
and solidified the plans. On 18 November 2010, I asked Dr. Hilts to add IYC2011 to the agenda
of an upcoming departmental meeting.
Date: Thu, 18 Nov 2010 21:10
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Subject: Meeting agenda
Please add IYC2011 to the agenda.
Both Lucio and I will talk on it.
Thanks,
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Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2010 13:20
From: Robert Hilts
To: Physical Sciences Department
Subject: Agenda for tomorrow's meeting
...
AGENDA
Short Presentation by Logan Boyce, President of SOPEC
Online Student Evaluations of Physical Sciences Faculty
Promoting higher-level Physical Science courses in introductory courses
Retaining students beyond year 2
IYC 2011 (International Year of Chemistry) (emphasis added)
Results from the Online Student Questionnaire which elicits student educational
goals and their impressions of the Physical Sciences degree
Textbook Adoption Criteria
Office Hours Just prior to Final Examinations

and I presented our plans at the 08 December 2010 departmental meeting to the
Physical Sciences department. We received strong support from the physics, earth science, and
chemistry faculty and staff. Dr. Hilts chaired this departmental meeting, was present during
this discussion, and was fully aware of the upcoming MacEwan IYC2011 initiatives.
Point 2 of Dr. Higgins 01 April letter is incorrect: the IYC2011 activities are a departmental
initiative.
The inference of point 3 of Dr. Higgins 01 April letter is incorrect: the MacEwan Physical
Sciences department, including the department Chair, were aware of the IYC2011 activities we
were planning and were supportive of these activities.
This evidence negates some of the supporting information of Dr. Higgins Page 2, Point 4.

Collection of student emails
Email is a common means of communicating with students. Faculty commonly communicate
with their students via email and the laboratory coordinator regularly uses email to communicate
with all the students taking laboratory courses. It would be reasonable to infer that email would
be used to communicate IYC2011 activities to students.
Dr. Ross Witherell, the CHEM 10x laboratory coordinator, was present at the 08 December 2010
meeting and aware of the support
and I received for our coordination of IYC2011
activities. On 13 January 2011, I requested the email list from Dr. Witherell. My email clearly
states that the intended use is IYC2011.
Date: Thu, 13 Jan 2011 16:45
From:
To: Ross Witherell
Subject: Agenda for tomorrow's meeting
Ross
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Would you please send me the email addresses of the students in CHEM 10x. (I can
extract them from a DataTel dump.) I need them for IYC stuff.

Dr. Witherell complied because he knew that the IYC2011 activities were supported by the
department and that email was commonly used to communicate with students regarding
departmental activities.
Point 2 of Dr. Higgins 01 April letter is incorrect: the Chair was fully aware of the intended
IYC2011 activities and aware that we planned to communicate these to students.
In Dr. Higgins 01 April letter, he draws the conclusion that

obtained the student e-

mail list in an improper manner. This conclusion is not supported by the evidence.
Contrary to Page 2, Point 1,

was forthright in his request. Given that the request was

legitimate and approved by the department, Dr. Witherell did nothing wrong. There is no reason
for Dr. Witherell to feel upset and misled by

, nor should he be open to censure or is

he complicit in violating students’ rights.

The 27 January 2011 presentation at the Telus World of Science
This presentation by Dr. Joe Schwarcz was the Edmonton kick-off of IYC2011. The Telus World
of Science (TWoS) was chosen to host this event because of their location and facilities. The
TWoS coordinated seating for this event and allocated 150 tickets to the Chemical Society of
Canada (CSC) to distribute to its members. These members include over 500 chemistry
professionals in the greater Edmonton area. The tickets went first to CSC members and the
remaining tickets to MacEwan, UofA, NAIT, and Kings University students.
This presentation would have been ideal for students. However,
and I believed that
student interest would far overwhelm the limited number of tickets remaining. Consequently, we
chose not to inform MacEwan, UofA, NAIT, and Kings University students of this presentation.
Point 5 of Dr. Higgins 01 April letter is incorrect:

has always contended the event

would have been ideal for students. Correcting Point 5 negates Point 8.

Destruction of distribution list
At a meeting on 01 February 2011, I was ordered to destroy the list. Because the list was ordered
destroyed, it obviously could not be used to communicate future IYC2011 activities to students.
However, email was used to inform students of upcoming IYC2011 activities.
In the supporting information of Page 2, Point 4, Dr. Higgins stated that the email list was never
used to contact students for IYC2011activities. This is not relevant since the list was destroyed
weeks before the next IYC2011activity. Email was used to communicate this activity to students.
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Subsequent emails to students
The next IYC2011 activity was a presentation at MacEwan by Dr. Geoff Rayner-Canham on 18
February 2011. Because the IYC2011 list was destroyed, Dr. Raynor-Canham and future
IYC2011 events were promoted to students via an alternate email list, plus posters around
campus.
Date: Thu, 17 Feb 2011 14:26
From: Science Advisors
To: Science Students
Subject: Weekly Update #24 - Thursday February 17, 2011
* Chemistry is Everywhere! Friday, February 18,2011
University, room 5-142 (CN Theatre)

2:00 p.m. MacEwan

The message by our visiting speaker, Dr. Geoff Rayner-Canham, from Grenfell
Campus, Memorial University, Corner Brook, Newfoundland, is that Chemistry is
Everywhere and for Everyone. In this presentation, Dr. Rayner-Canham will
describe his exciting chemistry outreach to schools in very remote communities,
which has included a week-long journey to schools across Nunavut and he will show
some of the video-demos he uses as part of the Chemistry is Everywhere! Outreach.
He will then provide examples of societal relevance and video-demos that he uses
in the very successful university course in Beginning Chemistry.

In addition, it is common practice to use email to promote MacEwan faculty.
Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2011 19:57
From: Chemistry Laboratory Coordinator
To: Chemistry Students
Subject: MacEwan Chemistry Speaker Series
Hello - if you are receiving this message it is because you are currently listed
as registered in Chem 10x, Chem 26x, and/or Chme 10x. As part of our ongoing
series of talks from local and visiting scientists, our very own Dr. Jonathan
Withey will be delivering the following presentation. Please feel free to stop by
and hear about his work. (emphasis added)
*** *** *** ***
MacEwan Chemistry Speaker Series
How I fell in love: it's all in the (stereo)chemistry
Monday, February 14th 2011
3-4pm
Rm 5-142
refreshments will be provided
Jonathan Withey will present a talk on his research at MacEwan in the field of
asymmetric synthesis and organocatalysis. This talk will be accessible to all,
including those with limited background in organic chemistry. And, as suggested
on the posters, it will also feature Maverick and Goose, a man with enormous
sideburns, Socrates and plagiarism.
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Date: Mon, 17 Jan 2011 09:12
From: Science Advisors
To: Science Students
Subject: Mathematics and Statistics Undergraduate Talk: “Intuition Sucks”
Hello,
I would like to invite you to our next Mathematics and Statistics Undergraduate
Talk: “Intuition Sucks”. On Wednesday (January 19) from 12 to 1 in room 5-301
Dr. David McLaughlin will present some spectacularly non-intuitive mathematical
results. Please come- we are going to have lot of fun doing Math in a very
informal way!. (emphasis added)
As always we will provide free tori (the mathematical version of Tim Hortons
doughnuts) and coffee, in addition to offering you the chance of winning a
“super-doughnut“. This time the challenging question is about... tennis.
Thank you,
Cristina Anton,
Instructor,
Mathematics and Statistics

The above emails to students promoted and benefited the faculty members by promoting their
presentation. This action appears to violate Page 2, Point 5 of Dr. Higgins 01 April letter. If this
type of promotion is acceptable, then Page 2, Point 6 is negated.

Email re
I received the formal support of Dr. Higgins and Dr. Sullivan in 2007/08 and 2008/09 with
workload adjustments for his continued development of
(Details of this
correspondence are in Appendix A.) Additionally, Dr. Hilts, as the incoming Chair, met with me
to formalize continued support for the development of
in CHEM 10x classes
that I and other instructors were teaching (Appendix B). In Fall 2010, I had had formal
departmental permission to use
with MacEwan students for two years.
This support led me to reasonably believe that the development and use of
was departmentally and institutionally sanctioned. As such, it is also reasonable to conclude that
the common means of communicating with students — email — would be available to me.
It is an acceptable and common practice for faculty to communicate with their students via email,
including informing them of additional educational resources. I simply informed all the students
taking CHEM 10x (I taught approximately 40 % of the CHEM 102 students) of a free educational resource
that may aid them in learning first-year chemistry. The process of soliciting feedback during the
development cycle and expanding the body from which feedback is collected is consistent with
common textbook development practices.
Note that Dr. Higgins email of 24 January 2011 was the first time institutional support of
was ever questioned and Dr. Higgins statement shocked me.
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As I note in my 04 February correspondence, other equivalent email lists were available. The
IYC2001 list was readily available.
Because Dr. Jensen was under the impression that
institutional support, it is logical for

had departmental and
to believe there to be nothing wrong with

sending an email to students informing them about a free resource (Point 6 of Dr. Higgins 01
April letter). It is also logical for

to be defensive of his scholarly activity and

administrative interference thereon (Point 7 of Dr. Higgins 01 April letter and policy C5054
(Academic Freedom)).
Since emails to students that promote and benefit a faculty member is an established practice
within Science and

actions are consistent with this practice, Page 2, Point 5 of Dr.

Higgins 01 April letter doesn’t apply and Page 2, Point 6 is negated.
In Dr. Higgins 01 April letter, he draws the conclusion that

made improper use of the

student email addresses. This conclusion is not supported by the evidence.

Summary
The student email list was obtain in an appropriate manner and with the intent to be used in a
manner consistent with established practices within the Physical Sciences department. Had the
list not been ordered destroyed, it would have been used to communicate IYC2011 events to
students.
It is an acceptable and common practice for faculty to communicate with their students via email,
including informing them of additional educational resources. Informing all the students taking
the same course of an educational resource is a logical and reasonable extension.
In Dr. Higgins 01 April letter, he draws the conclusion that I obtained the student e-mail list in an
improper manner and made improper use of the student email addresses. These conclusions do
not appear to be supported by the evidence.
Thank-you,

Enclosure
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Date: Tue, 20 Mar 2007 16:40
From: Pat Sullivan
To:
Cc:
Subject: Research for Scholarly Activity

I am pleased to inform you that you have been granted one course release for the
2007/08 academic year to conduct scholarly activity.
Please discuss this release with your chair so that he may consider this factor
when assigning your work load for next year.
Pat
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Date: Wed, 07 May 2008, 17:39
From: David Higgins
To:
Subject: workload
Hello Lucio,
This note is to let you know that the workloads for
adjusted for research by one course.
Do let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
David

and Jonathan ought to be
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Appendix B: support for

from Dr. Hilts

Date: Wed, 11 Feb 2009, 12:30
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: 10x text for 2009/10 academic year
Dear
:
You have asked for feedback re the adoption of your textbook, and here it is. It
is my opinion that any decision to change the general chemistry textbook should
be made by a committee composed of general chemistry lecturers, and that the
committee should be struck in early 2010, just before the end of the run for the
9th edition of General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications, by Petrucci
et al, which, of course, is the textbook presently being used by our department.
In the meantime, if you want more feedback, why don’t you use your textbook for
any CHEM 101/102 sections that you will teaching during the 2009-2010 academic
year?
Cheers,
Rob

Date: Fri, 19 Jun 2009, 08:18
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Chemistry Textbook
:
The answer to your predicament is clear: try the modified version of your
textbook out on some CHEM 101 and 102 lecture sections.
Cheers,
Rob

The ‘predicament’ being that I would not be teaching the same students in CHEM 101 and
CHEM 102. I was concerned that students would require different textbooks for CHEM 101 and
CHEM 102. (I was not concerned about what the students were learning since I modeled my
instruction after the CHEM 10x Master Course Syllabus and strived to ensure students learned
the same material independent of the textbook.) I met with Dr. Hilts on 23 June 2009 to reach
agreement on the use of
with CHEM 10x students.
Date: Thu, 02 Jul 2009, 14:47
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Cc:
Subject: Use of

at MacEwan...

Dr. Hilts
To summarize our meeting on 23 June:
• the college will change my teaching schedule to be two sections of CHEM 101 in
fall 2009 and one section of CHEM 102 in winter 2010.
• the college will allow me to use
in the sections that I am
teaching.
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•
is at the stage where third-party instructor feedback is
critical to development. Japhet Irangu is collaborating with me on the
development of a solution’s manual for
The college will
allow Japhet Irangu and other interested instructors to use
in the lecture sections that they are teaching.
• Between CHEM 101 and CHEM 102, students may transition from a section using
to a section using General Chemistry. It is the sole student
responsibility that they have the correct text for their chemistry section.
• the college will endeavor to ensure that the same proportion of sections in
fall and winter terms use
Please advise if there are any errors or omissions in my summary.
Thank-you,
Dr.

Date: Sat, 04 Jul 2009, 22:03
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Use of
Sounds right to me,
Cheers,
Rob

at MacEwan...

.

This was the last discussion I had with Administration regarding the continued development of
— a very positive footing for continued development. The 2009/10
academic year proceeded smoothly: development continued, student feedback improved, and I
hired students during summer 2010 to develop sections of the text and develop the solutions
manual.

